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Most Americans don't understand this key
metric when planning for retirement

Sat, Aug 26, 2023 • 6 min read

 

Kerry Hannon · Senior Columnist

Most Americans are clueless about a key metric needed to adequately plan for

retirement: how long they are likely to live.

Just over a third (35%) of Americans knew the average lifespan of retirees, according

to a report out this week from the TIAA Institute and the Global Financial Literacy

Excellence Center at the George Washington University School of Business. And only

12% knew the right responses to a basic quiz designed to gauge longevity literacy.
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These were: The average number of years individuals live upon reaching age 65, the

likelihood among 65-year-olds of living to at least age 90, and the likelihood among

65-year-olds of not living beyond age 70.

Understanding average life expectancy can help you have a ballpark concept of what

could be in the cards, and that’s huge when it comes to putting together a retirement

plan to have enough funds to live comfortably in what could be three decades after

you step out of the workforce.

"Our research shows us that we need to reframe how we plan for retirement," Surya

Kolluri, head of the TIAA Institute, told Yahoo Finance. "Rather than saying, ‘hey,

what is my target of savings when I get to retirement, the real question is how should

I plan for this income to last the rest of my life? And what does my lifespan look

like?"

Take longevity into account as you choose how you want to live your life. (Getty Creative) (thianchai sitthikongsak via Getty Images)

Knowing the answers to the questions matters. People with strong levels of longevity

literacy — both retirees and those still working — are far more prepared for

retirement, according to the data, which is based on a survey completed online in

January by 3,503 US adults, ages 18 and older.

Roughly seven in 10 workers who have strong longevity literacy are confident about

having enough money to live comfortably throughout retirement, compared with

about five in 10 of those with weak literacy, according to the study.

And half have determined how much they need to save for retirement, compared with

a third of those with weak longevity literacy. Of note, 72% of those with high longevity

literacy are saving for retirement on a regular basis, compared with 58% of those with

weak longevity literacy, the researchers found.

"If people have a sense for how long they're going to live, their mindset and their

behavior changes," Kolluri said.

Read more: Top savings tools: 4 alternatives to savings accounts

Retirees with longevity acumen are also ahead of the game.

The study found 77% of retirees who scored high on the longevity literacy test say

their current lifestyle meets or exceeds their pre-retirement expectations, compared

with 62% of those with weak literacy. And 82% say they’re confident they have

enough money to live comfortably throughout their retirement, compared with 69% of

those with weak literacy.

"Retirement is kind of an old term," Kolluri said. "You have got to take longevity into

account in how you want to live your life, do you want to continue work in some way,

where you want to live, and what kind of activities you want to pursue. Money is the

underlying facilitator for the life we want to live across a variety of dimensions."

What the wrong answers mean

"Those who could not answer the questions correctly are working basically with not

enough information, not enough knowledge to plan for that uncertain time period

after reaching retirement age," Andrea Sticha, the lead researcher with the Global

Financial Literacy Excellence Center, told Yahoo Finance.

Key Takeaway

And women tend to get this concept better than their male counterparts. "What we

see in terms of the gender gap is that men are more likely to show weak longevity

literacy than women," she added.

Still, findings from the research report, "Longevity as Opportunity – New

Conversations on Work, Finances, and Well-Being" from Transamerica and the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology AgeLab, reveals how planning for longevity

can create a bleak "I’ll never be able to retire" attitude.

A third of folks reported that they did not expect to be able to retire, and were

prepared to continue working in later life. Three-quarters, however, of those aged 40

to 59 said it is very or extremely important for them to save enough money to be able

to stop working eventually. And two-thirds of people still working in their 60s and

70s said retirement was very or extremely important.

"Understanding longevity is vital in retirement planning as it guides the length of

time for which you should prepare financially," Phil Eckman, president of workplace

solutions at Transamerica, told Yahoo Finance.

"The longer you live, the more years your retirement funds need to cover. This

understanding can lead to more complex financial planning, which includes

strategies such as delaying retirement, saving more, investing wisely, and possibly

working part-time during retirement. It also necessitates considering healthcare

costs that will likely increase as you age."

The research is based on 10 focus groups with a total of 69 people conducted in

September 2022 and a national US survey conducted in December 2022 of 1,184

people.

'Beyond pickleball and beach walks’

Long retirements offer more than pickleball and beach walks (Getty Creative) (Visual Art Agency via Getty Images)

"Increased longevity changes everything," Joseph Coughlin, director of the AgeLab at

MIT, told Yahoo Finance. "It is not just about more time, it adds more complexity."

For instance, nearly one-third of adult life is those retirement years, Coughlin said,

noting that the 8,000 days of life between 65 and just past 85 is the same amount as

between college graduation and midlife crisis.

"Think about all the things and changes we fit into that time," he said.

But if you live past 85, those retirement years after 65 may be 9,000 to 10,000 or

more days

"We will have to be prepared for a far longer period of adult life that goes well beyond

pickleball and beach walks. That could mean working or volunteering, actively finding

ways to make new social connections as our friends fade or pass away, moving many

times because of our health or family," he added.

"Longevity demands that every age group consciously anticipate what’s next,

prepare, and ultimately celebrate each life stage as it comes — and each stage may

now be longer and more complex than ever before."

Tweaking your retirement plan

The prospect of a long life is, in fact, a financial planning conundrum.

"When people think about retirement, it’s often hard to balance the worry of retiring

too soon and running out of money, and the fear of working longer than necessary

and limiting time to enjoy life after a career," Jaime Eckels, a certified financial

planner at Plante Moran Financial Advisors in Auburn Hills, Mich., told Yahoo

Finance.

"As a financial adviser, I work with clients to find the retirement spending impact of

retiring at different ages by running a projection that encompasses assets, savings,

retirement income sources, investment returns, inflation, both short- and long-term

goals, and a projected lifespan of 95 years."

Clients are often surprised by a 95-year life expectancy, especially if their parents

didn’t live that long, she added.

"But the truth is, we don’t know how long we are going to live," she said, "so we

assume longer to help ensure their assets can support them past the average life

span."

For those of you checking to see if you have a good grasp on longevity, take the

expanded six-question quiz here from the TIAA Institute and the Global Financial

Literacy Excellence Center at the George Washington University School of Business.

Kerry Hannon is a Senior Reporter and Columnist at Yahoo Finance. She is a
workplace futurist, a career and retirement strategist, and the author of 14 books,
including "In Control at 50+: How to Succeed in The New World of Work" and "Never
Too Old To Get Rich." Follow her on Twitter @kerryhannon.

Click here for the latest personal finance news to help you with investing, paying

off debt, buying a home, retirement, and more

Read the latest financial and business news from Yahoo Finance
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Just over a third (35%) of Americans knew the average lifespan of retirees,
according to a recent report.
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Rich Americans Are Flocking to These
States

Fri, Sep 29, 2023, 12:40 PM EDT • 6 min read
Patrick Villanova, CEPF®

Households that make over $200,000 annually comprise just a sliver of all tax

returns that are filed in a given year, but their movement between states can have a

significant financial impact. When a state loses more high-earning tax filers than it

gains in a given year, tax revenues may decline and the state’s fiscal situation may

worsen. That’s why despite making up less than 7% of total tax returns filed across

the 50 states and the District of Columbia in 2020, the migration patterns of high-

earning households continue to make headlines.

With this in mind, SmartAsset set out to identify the states with the most movement

of high-earning households. To do this, we examined the inflow and outflow of tax

filers making at least $200,000 in each state between 2019 and 2020. For details on

our data sources and how we put all the information together to create our final

rankings, read the Data and Methodology section below.

Key Findings

Sun Belt states see the most migration. Of the 10 states that have the largest

influx of high-earning households, eight are at least partially located in the Sun

Belt. That includes the top six states, starting with Florida.

State income tax plays a role. There are nine states in the country that do not tax

income at the state level. Four of those states – Florida, Texas, Tennessee and

Nevada – are among the 10 places with the largest net inflow of high-income

households.

D.C. has the largest proportion of high-earners, while West Virginia has the

smallest. Households earning at least $200,000 per year make up 12.19% of all tax

filers in the District of Columbia. The nation’s capital is one of only four places –

along with Connecticut, New Jersey and Massachusetts – where high-income filers

comprise more than 10% of all tax returns. Meanwhile, West Virginia has the

lowest percentage of filers making $200,000 and more (2.96%).

If you’re ready to be matched with local advisors that can help you achieve your

financial goals, get started now.

States Gaining High-Earning Households

No state is gaining more high-earning households than Florida and it’s not even

close. Despite losing 11,756 tax filers who reported at least $200,000 in income in

2020, the Sunshine State added 32,019 high-earning households that same year.

That’s a net addition of 20,263 high-income filers.

Like Florida, Texas - the No. 2 ranking place - does not have state income tax.

Despite ranking second, the state’s net migration of high-earning households was

approximately a quarter of what Florida saw in 2020. Specifically, the Lone Star State

added 18,417 filers making at least $200,000 and lost 13,061.

Arizona, North Carolina and South Carolina follow with net migrations of 5,268, 4713

and 3,967 high-earning households, respectively. Tennessee (+2,743), Colorado

(+2,624), Nevada (+2,331), Idaho (+2,055) and Utah (+1,503) round out the top 10

states with the largest net migrations of high-earning filers.

States Losing High-Earning Households

It’s no surprise that most of the states with the highest net losses of households

earning over $200,000 are traditionally viewed as high-tax states.

New York saw a net outflow of nearly 20,000 high-earning households in 2020, more

than any state in our study. While the Empire State gained 9,650 such households, it

lost a whopping 29,562 in the same year. California wasn’t far behind, losing a net

figure of 19,229 high-earning filers.

Illinois, Massachusetts and Virginia had the third-, fourth- and fifth-largest net

outflows of high-earning households in 2020, followed by New Jersey, Maryland, the

District of Columbia, Minnesota and Ohio.

However, the 10 places at the bottom of our list still have a high percentage of

households earning over $200,000. On average, high-earning households make up

6.82% of all tax filers nationally, significantly lower than the average across the 10

places at the tail end of our rankings (8.79%).

Data and Methodology

To determine where high-earning households are moving, we considered data from

all 50 states, as well as the District of Columbia. We defined high-earning

households as those with adjusted gross incomes of $200,000 or more. More

specifically, we closely examined the following two metrics:

Inflow of tax filers making $200,000 and above. This is the number of filers

with adjusted gross incomes of at least $200,000 who moved into a state. Data

comes from the IRS and is for 2019-2020.

Outflow of tax filers making $200,000 and above. This is the number of filers

with adjusted gross incomes of at least $200,000 who moved out of a state. Data

comes from the IRS and is for 2019-2020.

To rank the states, we determined each state’s net inflow of high-earning

households. This is the inflow minus the outflow. We then ranked the states

according to net inflow in descending order.

Tips for Moving to Another State

Have a financial advisor help you make the move. An advisor can help you get

your financial affairs in order, which can ensure that your move goes

smoothly. SmartAsset’s free tool matches you with up to three financial advisors

who serve your area, and you can interview your advisor matches at no cost to

decide which one is right for you. If you’re ready to find an advisor who can help

you achieve your financial goals, get started now.

Consider laws around estate planning and investment income. Ryan Flanders, a

chartered financial analyst (CFA) in Bel Air, Maryland, said state income taxes and

cost of living are the two most important considerations to make when moving to a

new state. However, there are some not-so-obvious things you'll also need to keep

in mind. "Estate taxes and estate planning matters are specific to each state. It is

important to revise wills, power of attorneys, etc. with correct verbiage when

making state changes. It is also important to understand how your new state will

potentially tax your estate (or trust) and make necessary changes," Flanders said.

"Investment accounts for higher net income families often make use of municipal

bonds and bond funds due to their tax attributes."

Don't forget about health care changes. Jeremy Finger, the CEO and founder of

Riverbend Wealth Management in South Carolina, recommends checking with your

health insurance company to make sure you retain benefits in your new location.

“Both private health insurance for younger retirees and Medicare Advantage plans

have specific service areas,” said Finger, a certified financial planner. “Retirees

moving out of the service area will need to find a new plan, which could mean

more expensive premiums and increased out-of-pocket costs.”

Photo credit: ©iStock.com/FatCamera

The post Where High-Earning Households Are Moving – 2022 Study appeared first

on SmartAsset Blog.
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How To Collect $1,000 Per Month From
Warren Buffett's Favorite Dividend Stock

Fri, Sep 29, 2023, 4:38 PM EDT • 3 min read
Jing Pan

In This Article:

BRK-A -1.78% KO +0.30%

Legendary investor Warren Buffett has achieved astounding returns throughout his

career. From 1964 to 2022, his company Berkshire Hathaway Inc. (NYSE:BRK)

delivered an overall gain of 3,787,464%, dwarfing the S&P 500's 24,708% return

during the same period.

Other than picking stocks that skyrocketed in value, Buffett also collects dividends

— a lot of dividends.

Buffett famously said, "If you don’t find a way to make money while you sleep, you

will work until you die."

Don’t Miss:

Elon Musk has reportedly bought 6,000 acres of land just outside of Austin. Here’s

how to invest in the city’s growth and generate passive income before he floods it

with new tech workers.

Investing in real estate just got a whole lot simpler. With as little as $100, average

investors are becoming landlords thanks to this Jeff Bezos-backed startup.

Plenty of companies in Buffett's portfolio pay dividends to shareholders. The most

notable is perhaps Coca-Cola Co. (NYSE:KO).

Buffett started buying Coca-Cola shares in the late 1980s. Today, Berkshire holds

400 million shares of the beverage giant that are worth $23.1 billion.

It's no secret that Buffet has been a fan of the soft drink. He once said, "If I eat 2,700

calories a day, a quarter of that is Coca-Cola."

More importantly, Buffett has unwavering confidence in the company's business.

"If you gave me $100 billion and said take away the soft drink leadership of Coca-

Cola in the world, I'd give it back to you and say it can't be done," he said.

That confidence is paying off handsomely in the form of passive income. In 2022,

Coca-Cola paid four quarterly dividends of 44 cents per share — or $1.76 per share

for the year. Considering that Berkshire held 400 million shares of Coca-Cola, it

collected $704 million in dividends from the company last year.

But you don't need to be the Oracle of Omaha to earn dividends from the beverage

giant.
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Growing Dividends From Coca-Cola

Coca-Cola was paying quarterly dividends of 44 cents per share in 2022. But the

payout isn't standing still. In February 2023, Coca-Cola's board approved a 4.6%

increase to the quarterly dividend to 46 cents per share.

That marked the company's 61st consecutive annual dividend hike.

Despite the ups and downs the world economy went through over the last six

decades, Coca-Cola shareholders received bigger dividend checks every year.

Coca-Cola follows a quarterly distribution schedule. If you want to collect $1,000 per

month from the company, you are looking at $3,000 per quarter. And that means you

would need to own 6,542.45 shares of the company. This is calculated by dividing the

$3,000 by the per-share quarterly payout of $0.46.
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We Bet You Can't Guess How Many Americans Actually Retire With a Million
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worry about running short of money. However, not … Continue reading → The post What
Percentage of Retirees Have a Million Dollars? appeared first on SmartAsset Blog.
SmartAsset · 2d ago

Dow Jones Falls As Yellen Issues Warning, Inflation Cools; Tesla Rises Ahead
Of Q3 Deliveries
The Dow Jones fell after PCE data showed cooling inflation. Tesla rose ahead of Q3
deliveries on outlook for Model 3 and Cybertruck.
Investor's Business Daily · 16h ago

‘Too Cheap to Ignore’: Cathie Wood Snaps Up These 2 Stocks Under $5
Along with the markets’ recent pullback, so has Cathie Wood’s flagship Ark Innovation
ETF (ARKK) handed back some of the year’s prior gains. Nevertheless, it has still…
outpaced the broader markets this year. And despite growing bearish macro concerns,
looking at how Wood expects the landscape to shape up, the ARK Invest CEO is
optimistic her innovation-first approach will continue to deliver. “I do think that what’s
happening this year is that the market is starting to look over the Fed’s moves…
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Dow Jones Gains As McCarthy Makes Shutdown Pledge; This Warren Buffett
Stock Nears Entry
The Dow Jones rose as House Speaker Kevin McCarthy made a government shutdown
pledge. A Warren Buffett stock is near an entry. Nvidia rose.
Investor's Business Daily · 2d ago

9 Stocks Turn $10,000 Into $139,936 In 9 Months
Stocks tanked right on cue in September. But nimble S&P 500 investors are still finding
ways to make big money.
Investor's Business Daily · 13h ago

Nine Dow Stocks Are So Oversold They're 'Falling Off The Page'
The September sell-off in Dow Jones and S&P 500 stocks is getting so intense, some
wonder if it's already overdone.
Investor's Business Daily · 2d ago

Costco is selling gold bars, and they're selling out within hours
Costco said it's now selling 1-ounce gold bars, but can't keep them in stock because of
strong demand.
CBS MoneyWatch · 2d ago

Amazon Has a Lot of Problems Suddenly. It’ll Be OK.
When e-commerce surged during the early months of the pandemic, Amazon (AMZN)
went on a shopping spree of its own. Case in point: It purchased a 76-acre site on the…
outskirts of Miami to build the company’s largest distribution center in South Florida.
With demand for online shopping faltering, the tech giant wants to keep the warehouse
closed for another year, despite having spent $129 million to build it.
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September Is Over. It’s Time to Buy Stocks.
Questions about the strength of the economy, what the Federal Reserve plans to do next,
and even the path of corporate earnings won’t be answered for months, leaving certaint…
starved investors feeling like they’re walking on quicksand. The reasons for optimism
start with a just-completed September, which lived up to its reputation as the toughest
stretch of the year for stock investors. Over those 30 days, stock investors have had to
contend with a “hawkish pause” by the Fed, a looming federal government shutdown, a
jump in bond yields, and rising oil prices.
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Tesla Deliveries, Government Shutdown And 5 Stocks To Watch Headline
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Deliveries from Tesla and China EV rivals headline this week's Investing Action Plan. A
government shutdown could roil markets and delay the monthly jobs report.
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